Introduction
Structural RNA genes show unique evolutionary patterns to conserve their secondary structures, that should be taken into account for constructing accurate multiple alignments of RNA genes.The Sankoff algorithm is a natural alignment algorithm which supports the base pair covariance effect in the alignment model. However, its extremely high computational cost forbids applying the algorithm to most of RNA sequences. We propose an efficient algorithm for multiple sequence alignment of structural RNA sequences. Our algorithm is a variant of the Sankoff algorithm [1] with an efficient scoring system that considerably reduces the time and space requirements without the degradation of alignment quality. Our algorithm first computes the match probability matrix that measures the alignability of each position pair between sequences, and the base pairing probability matrices for each sequence. Then these probabilities are combined to score the alignment by the Sankoff algorithm. We show that both the alignment quality and the accuracy of the consensus secondary structure prediction from the alignment are the highest among the examined alignment programs. The algorithm is implemented as the software "Murlet".
Method

The Model
We consider the consensus secondary structure annotation S for each pairwise alignment A of length L, which consists of sequences x and y of lengths L x and L y , respectively.
where the set of match columns C is the set of alignment columns without gap characters, and PC = {(i, j) ∈ C × C|1 ≤ i < j ≤ L} is the set of pairs of match columns C. We consider only the cases that all base pairs are formed within the match columns. We also ignore pseudo-knotted structures. We assign a score e L to each loop column i ∈ L and a score e S to each column pair (i, j) ∈ P
where x i and y i represent the sequence positions of two sequences x and y, aligned at the alignment column i. s(x i , y i , x j , y j ) is an element of the base pair substitution matrix. γ L and γ S are the constant coefficients. The match probability p (a) (k, l) is the posterior probability that sequence positions k and l will be matched in an alignment and is calculated using the standard pair hidden Markov model (PHMM) of sequence alignment [2] . p (b) (k, l) is the base pairing probability of sequence positions k and l in the same sequence which is calculated by the McCaskill algorithm [3] . q (b) (k) is the loop probability at position k. For each alignment A and its consensus structure candidate S, the alignment score z = z(A, S) is defined as the sum of loop match scores e L and stem match scores e S .
The maximum value z = z max among all alignments and secondary structures is calculated by the Sankoff algorithm. The corresponding alignment A is our alignment result.
Because the loop match score e L and the base pair match score e S are both proportional to the match probability p (a) , we can restrict the L x × L y DP matrix to a smaller region out of which there are no positions (k, l) with match probability p (a) (k, l) larger than the specified threshold. For sufficiently low threshold value, the restriction of DP region does not change the alignment result, hence is considered to be an exact reduction method. If two sequences are highly similar, the match probabilities concentrate along a specific diagonal in the DP matrix and the reduction of DP region is quite significant.
